
SESSION

Globall Coach is an intuitive sports technology solution that equips clubs 
with the tools essential for effective squad management, training session 
planning and club-wide collaboration.

Using our module based widgets, choose the Globall Coach content that 
matters to you most  and display it here for fast access.

Keep all your content safe and up to date in the cloud, making it 
accessible for you and multiple other users, on all your devices. Sync 
before hitting the road and all your content is at your disposal, even 
when you are offline.

Bring your session plans and tactics to life with blisteringly quick demos 
thanks to Globall Coach’s powerful yet easy to use animation feature.

DASHBOARD

CLOUD BASED
SYNC

How will you line up, what danger points do your players need to be ready 
for? Get it all up on the board lightning fast and make sure they know 
what you expect from them.

Plan your day, week, month, schedule your sessions, find your last fixture 
against next week’s opposition.

A mine of information on your own squads and everyone else’s. Keep track 
of availability and fitness levels for every single player and take notes you 
can come back to any time - even offline.

All your content ready to view, edit or share - animations, sessions, 
formations, briefs, depth charts and video - with or without player tracking.

Don’t just point at the screen to show the run a player made for the goal 
- let Globall Coach track their run and show it to your squad with crystal 
clear clarity.
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Find where you’ve got strength in depth - and where you’re one bad knock 
from a crisis.

Quickly show how your line-up looks against theirs, import player names 
and numbers if you need to make it that bit clearer.

Combine animations, videos and more into sessions you can reuse and 
tweaked whenever you need.

Top right, bottom left or straight down the middle? Don’t guess, pull up 
the answers whenever you need them.

Share the details with customised reports ready for distribution as PDFs.

REPORTS

The cross-platform functionality of Globall Coach greatly benefits your 
club. iPad tablets are perfect for the touchline when players need a 
quick recap. Laptops for travel days, and touch screen televisions for 
big room presentations.
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